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I. INTRODUCTION
O PTICAL resonators featuring very high quality ( )-factor, in the range of to , will be involved in many applications both in the optical and microwave domains. These ultrahigh values can be obtained using optical whispering gallery mode (WGM) resonators, such as silica spheres [1] , fused microtores [2] , or monocristalline polished disks [3] . These resonators combine both small size and extreme -factors. They may open a new technological field, if the difficulties towards their integration can be overcome. They may be particularly useful at microwave frequencies, where today no resonator featuring simultaneously a small size and a very high -factor is available. In this case, the radio frequency (RF) or microwave signal is transposed to the optical domain where it is filtered, then it is brought back to microwaves thanks to a fast photodiode.
However, resonator integration is not the only problem with these devices. One difficult problem is related to the sensitivity of the resonant frequency to the optical power. Because of the ultrahigh , any small amount of power induced in the resonator will change its frequency, thus causing the loss of the signal. This problem can be studied on a more conventional resonator, featuring a -factor in the same range: the fiber ring resonator. With fiber ring resonators, the technological problem of resonator coupling is easily solved using low loss fiber couplers. or disks, but its planar geometry makes it potentially usable in many systems, including embedded systems. Nevertheless, as in WGM resonators, the sensitivity to the optical power level is strong in these resonators, and a special technique must be used to lock the resonator mode and the laser mode.
In this letter, we present the locking of a laser onto a fiber ring passive resonator at 1.5-m wavelength, featuring a -factor close to . The locking is realized with a feedback on the laser using the Pound-Drever technique [4] , [5] . This technique has already been used in the case of microtoroid resonators [6] . Our approach is, however, a bit different: we wanted to demonstrate the interest of the technique for RF signal stabilization, and to study the RF filtering potential of these resonators. We believe indeed that fiber ring resonators could be extensively used in optical microwave applications or for microwave generation in time and frequency applications. In a similar way, other authors have proposed, for these applications, a configuration involving an amplified self oscillating optical loop, featuring remarkable performances [7] . It is difficult to know at this time which of these two approaches will be more easily integrated in systems or which one will compete in terms of phase noise. However, the phase noise performance of these sources is already competitive with classical microwave frequency generation techniques.
Another interest in the approach presented here is that we propose an efficient and precise technique to measure the optical -factor of an ultrahigh resonator, which otherwise is difficult to evaluate. This technique is based on a frequency domain approach, contrarily to the best known technique of "cavity ring down" [8] , which is a time domain approach.
II. FIBER RING RESONATOR
The optical resonator is represented in Fig. 1 Table I. and the ring resonator can be described by transfer and scattering matrices. The response of this optical system is defined by the fiber loop length , by the coupling parameters , , , and , and by the loop internal losses . This system allows us to avoid problems related to coupling, and it has only two families of modes, transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) modes. The corresponding transfer function has been implemented on Matlab software, following an approach close to the one described in [9] and [10] . Table I depicts the actual coupling and losses parameters of this resonator. Fig. 2(a) shows the computed direct transmission through the first waveguide and Fig. 2(b) the computed transmission through the second waveguide for the resonator we have realized. The optical -factor, of the fiber ring resonator is computed from the half intensity spectral width by the following relation:
where is the optical frequency. The theoretical analysis leads to and the free-spectral range (FSR) of 205 MHz with m. When this resonator is used for the filtering of a microwave signal, the spectral width of the filter is the same but the carrier frequency is reduced by the ratio between the optical and the microwave carriers. Thus, an equivalent microwave -factor can be defined as (2) where is the microwave frequency. We therefore can get an equivalent at 20 GHz with this ring resonator.
Up to now, microwave optical oscillators have been realized with a long optical delay line (in the kilometer range) [11] . It is thus interesting to compare the equivalent -factor of the optical delay line used in the optoelectronic oscillator with the -factor of the fiber ring resonator. An equivalent -factor can be defined for a delay line by the following relation: (3) where is the time delay of the signal after the delay line.
The improvement in obtained using the resonator instead of delay line can be calculated by the following ratio : (4) If we consider the special case of a fiber ring resonator illustrated by Fig. 1 , an expression of can be written according to coupling parameters and internal loss. From this expression, we obtain (5) For the resonator we have realized, the improvement in is Thus to reach the same performance with the delay line technique, the fiber length should be increased by a factor of 28 compared to the ring resonator, which is of course impossible in many applications. This factor increases even more (up to 90) if the internal losses in the ring resonator can be minimized.
III. LASER AND FIBER RING RESONATOR LOCKED SYSTEM
Using a resonator instead of a delay line is much more efficient but also more difficult from the system viewpoint. Indeed, the resonator only works at special frequencies, and thus coherence between the laser frequency and the resonator frequency is needed.
We use the Pound-Drever technique to stabilize the laser frequency by locking it to a resonance of the fiber ring resonator [4] , [5] . A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3 . The laser used is a tunable fiber laser emitting at nm. Tunability is achieved by varying the temperature of the laser (dynamic range GHz), or by changing the voltage of a piezoelectric device (dynamic range GHz). The phase modulation is realized with a LiNbO modulator. We also use an all-fiber polarization controller to get only one state of polarization, TE or TM. The Pound-Drever error signal is sent on a proportional integrator differentiator (PID). The correction is then applied to the piezoelectric device of the laser. Important factors affecting this loop are the controller gain and integration time. The oscillator frequency is set out at 40 MHz, which is a large value compared to the resonance width but smaller than the FSR.
IV. FIBER RING RESONATOR PERFORMANCE
The optical fiber ring resonator can play the role of a high microwave filter if it is used in a microwave link. For applications purposes, it is interesting to measure the -factor of such a resonator. This technique is also of interest to determine the optical -factor of very high resonators, even if no specific RF or microwave application is foreseen.
The measure of the resonator -factor requires intensity modulation of the laser beam. This is obtained by using a Mach-Zehnder electrooptic modulator which creates lateral sidebands around the optical carrier. The optical carrier must initially be locked to a cavity resonance by using the Pound-Drever method. The two sidebands go through the two lateral modes of the resonator (one FSR away from the laser frequency), and are thus filtered by these modes. This filtering effect, observed between the modulation signal (Mach-Zehnder input) and the photodiode output, is measured using an RF network analyzer. Fig. 4 shows this measurement for different settings of the polarization controller. When only one state of polarization can be obtained, an optical -factor of is measured, together with an FSR of 205 MHz. This measurement agrees very well with the theoretical value of computed for the -factor of this resonator. If we consider the use of this resonator in a microwave application, lets say at 20 GHz, the -factor is which is about 4 to 8 times the loaded -factor value of a microwave dielectric resonator at the same frequency [12] , and much higher -factors can be reached using longer loops, which makes this approach competitive compared to conventional microwaves approaches.
V. CONCLUSION
The use of a fiber ring resonator, together with the Pound-Drever laser stabilization approach, has demonstrated great potential for the filtering of RF signals on optical carriers.
This technique opens the way to ultrahigh microwave filtering and oscillator stabilization. As the equivalent RF or microwave -factor obtained is independent of the RF frequency, these systems may induce a real technological breakthrough in the high microwave range, with expected performances much higher than classical microwave systems.
